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Focused Requirements Engineering Method 
for Web Application Development

INTRODUCTION

The requirements phase of the system/application develop-
ment process typically involves the activities of requirements 

goal of such a process is “to develop a requirements speci-

and which can act as a basis for the system design” (Sawyer, 
-

to transform the operational needs of an organisation into 
complete, consistent, and unambiguous system/application 

-
ited number of methods and techniques that can be used 
to manage the RE process in a Web development context 
[e3-value

methods, many researchers criticised such methods for their 
failure to address the necessity to align the Web application’ 
requirements to the organisation’s business strategy. Hence, 
the recommendation of many researchers (Al-Salem & Abu-

utilise a general WRE framework for the development of 
Web applications that can align the application’s requirements 
to the organisation’s business needs and its future vision. 
The objective of such a WRE framework is to incorporate 
the elicitation/analysis of business strategy as part of the 
application’s RE process. 

This chapter presents a WRE method that extends Som-
merville and Kotonya’s viewpoint-oriented requirements 

and to plan/analyze the business strategy, respectively. In 
addition, eWARE (extended Web application requirements 

-
ment” to attain business objectives during the requirements 
discovery, elicitation, and formalisation process to identify 
the services of the Web application that will achieve the 
business objectives in order to improve the organisation’s 

into a number of sections. The second section of this chapter 
-

nition and differentiating characteristics. The third section 
provides a discussion of eWARE method in terms of phases 
and activities. This section is divided into two subsections 
to cover the activities of the two prominent phases of the 

provide a discussion of possible future trends in WRE and 
a number of concluding remarks. 

BACKGROUND

Web applications provide organisations an unprecedented 
chance to stretch their existence beyond the typical boundar-
ies of an organisation to include customers, trading partners, 

of RE for Web application development, in comparison to 
other areas of the development process [modelling, design, 

used to integrate and streamline an organisation’s business 
processes beyond organisational (customers, agents, suppli-

with competitive products and services that give it a strategic 

There is a pressing need in the WE discipline for RE 

information about the system, its implementation constraints 

-
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aligning the Web application’ requirements to the overall 

must be developed with an emphasis on how the services 
of such an application can achieve the business vision and 

eWARE Process

eWARE process can be best perceived as a series of ac-

BSC, Web application’ requirements elicitation via VORD, 

activities of eWARE. Such a process aims to develop a Web 

is aligned with business strategy and detailed enough to be 
used for contractual purposes. 

The strategy articulation phase of eWARE can be best 
thought of as a structure of many layers. The vision of the 
organisation is at the top of the structure, while the strategic 
objectives are presented in the next layer of the structure fol-
lowed by the Web application services. The next layer of the 
structure contains the measurements and targets for meeting 
the strategic objectives. The level of detail tends to increase as 
we move down the structure of the strategy. This articulation 
of the organisation’s vision, objectives, and measurements 
aims to translate the future vision of the organisation into 
detailed and prioritised Web application requirements (this 

The requirements elicitationphase of the eWARE process 
is used to produce a WRS document based on requirements 
collected during the strategy articulation phase. Require-

-
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